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2017 eucen Autumn Seminar
Barcelona, Friday 17th November
Frank Edwards

Making sense of ROI calculations
In a training environment

What we will cover in this session:
• Share my experiences
• Effective education underlines economic
success for nations as well as individuals
• What is focusing our energies at Pearson
• The importance of Higher Education &
Training - the opportunities to change lives
• If it’s worth delivering, it’s worth evaluating
• Kirkpatrick’s learning & evaluation model
• Philip's ROI methodology
• Pearson’s Efficacy Framework
• United, a Turkish Training Provider &
Pearson – delivering BTEC HNs
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Global Youth Unemployment 1995-2015
73.4 million young people (13.1%) globally are unemployed
Young people globally are 3x more likely to be unemployed than their parents
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Predicted Global Economic order in 2050
Projected GDP Rankings

Sources: IMF for 2016 estimates (updated for Turkey due to recent major statistical revisions), PwC projections for 2030 and 2050
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Global Competitiveness Reports 2014 to 2017
Country

2014/2015

2015/2016

2016/2017

UAE

12

17

16

Kuwait

40

34

38

Oman

46

62

66

Saudi Arabia

24

25

29

Qatar

16

14

18

Bahrain

44

39

48

Source: World Economic Forum, 2014-2017
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The Learning Curve Index
“ Even the highest performing
countries in the Learning
Curve Index are far from
providing education that would
ensure every single student is
prepared for informed
citizenship and 21st century
employability”

Sir Michael Barber, Chief Education Advisor,
Pearson
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The Competencies Gap
The employability challenge is defined by a gap between what employers
want and what the workforce/graduates can provide.
Personal and Social Capabilities, often referred to as “soft skills”, mindset or behavioural characteristics, are equally critical to academic and
occupational competencies in the employment process and considered to
be the largest skills gap in hiring by employers.
Core Skills
Of online job postings
today
require digital skills.
These
numbers go up to 78% for middleskill jobs and 83% for high-skill
jobs.1

65%

Soft Skills
skills in a job posting is a “soft skill”
with universal demand for oral and
written communication, critical
thinking and creativity

1 in 3

The Skills Gap
hiring managers report having
trouble finding qualified work
candidates due to a lack of
workplace competencies (aka soft
skills.)2

1 in 6

1The Human Factor: The hard time employers have finding soft skills
Burning Glass, 11/2015
2Manpower (2015). Talent Shortage Survey.
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The future of work & the 4th
Industrial Revolution
• For many learners the jobs that they
may occupy in the future do not currently
exist.
• The world of work is changing at a pace
not seen by previous generations.
• An exponential change and reduced
response times are the new normal.
• This disruption is yielding new industries
and new professions.
8
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Current Research: The Future of Jobs
Pearson, Nesta, Oxford University

“The beginnings of a
sensible strategy for
learning in 15 years time
would be beginning with
identifying the trends that
will shape the future
demand for knowledge &
skills”
Sir Michael Barber, Chief
Education Advisor, Pearson
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UK cyber workforce grows 160% in 5 years
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Source: Analysis of bespoke data from IT Jobs Watch undertaken by the Tech Partnership, Feb 2017
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Framework for Evaluating Training Programs
The four levels are:

•
•
•
•

Reaction
Learning
Behavior
Results

Source: Centre for advancement of research & development in educational technology, 2014

:
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The ROI Methodology
Generates six types of measures:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reaction and Planned Action
Learning
Application and Implementation
Business Impact
Return on Investment
Intangible Measures

• Including Isolation Techniques
Source: The ROI of learning calculating and demonstrating success, Britt Andreatta, 2015
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Phillips Return on Investment Model

Source: Davey, P et al., Learning from errors: What is the return on investment from training medical students in incident
review? AVMA Medical & Legal Journal, 2013, 19: 1
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ROI is Reported in Two Ways

Source: Phillips, J. How to Demonstrate the Value of Contract Education, ROI Institute, Inc. May 11, 2016.
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Putting in the Numbers
BCR =

€120,000
€90,000

BCR = 1.33:1
Put another way, for every €1.00 spent on the training program, €1.33 is returned.
ROI = €120,000 - €90,000
€90,000

x 100%

ROI = 33%
This means that every Euro spent on the training program is returned and an
additional €0.33 is returned as profit.
15

Efficacy
at Pearson
What is efficacy?
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The Industry Challenge Why is efficacy important?
Despite trillions of dollars of spend, education doesn’t consistently lead to
meaningful outcomes
Improving the effectiveness of education will increase every learner’s chance of success in life

But, around the world…

60 million primary school
children in the world are outof-school
Source: UNESCO Policy Paper, July 2014

123 million 15-24 year olds
cannot read in our world
today
Source: UIS Information Paper. July 2013

212 million people are
unemployed globally

Source: International Labour Organization (ILO) 2014
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The Industry Challenge Why is efficacy important?
There is now a greater demand for, and opportunities to demonstrate,
evidence of impact
Greater demand for measurable
learning
Parallels can be drawn to the
shift that has already taken place
in medical industry, around
evidence- based healthcare

Greater opportunity
to evidence impact
Education interventions should be
evaluated to demonstrate if they
have the intended impact
The results should be fed back to
influence practice – and thus create
a cycle of improvement
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Efficacy at Pearson What is efficacy?
“Efficacy” – what does it actually mean?
Our strategy is designed to create and deliver integrated learning products, platforms and services across
global markets – all with the aim of improving learner outcomes.

A measurable impact on improving
someone’s life through learning.

19

simply…
Put simply…

Efficacy at Pearson What is efficacy?

…It’s all about measurably
improving learner outcomes

20
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Efficacy at Pearson What is efficacy?
Our commitment to reporting our impact on
learner outcomes
John Fallon
Nov 15, 2013

‘Pearson’s purpose is to help people make progress in their lives through learning.

So, we better be sure that we can demonstrate a measurable impact on learning
outcomes. ‘
‘By 2018, we will, in a rigorous and externally audited way… report on how our
products and services improve learner outcomes.’

The question we really need to ask ourselves is:
How are we helping millions of learners to improve their lives through
learning?
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Progress
What is Pearson doing?
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Progress What is Pearson doing?
Learning Research and Design
Building the foundation of learning science in our products
1. Learning Science and Research
2. Knowledge and Skills Research
3. Assessment Research and Design
4. Learning Design, Content
5. Learning Design, Capabilities
Link to Pearson Learning Design Principles
23

Progress What is Pearson doing?
Making efficacy irreversible: Defining our own outcomes framework

Access

Completion

Achievement

Progression

The learner access and
experience

The timeliness of completion

The standard of achievement
or level of competence

Learner progression

24
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Progress What is Pearson doing?
Making efficacy irreversible: Defining our own outcomes framework
1. Define learner outcomes (important
& high value for learner & customer)

1

6. Support value proposition
(external)
Apply insights (internal)

2

6

5. Measure outcomes (evidence)

5

3

2. Agree metrics – how to measure
(directly or proxies)

3. Conduct baseline (what do we
have/need?)

4
4. Set targets (what’s good enough?)
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Progress What is Pearson doing?
Making efficacy irreversible: Fully integrating efficacy into Product Lifecycle

Efficacy and Research gates at
each stage of the
Product Lifecycle ensure that we
have a systematic way of
embedding
efficacy into new and existing
product development

26
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Progress What is Pearson doing?
Making efficacy irreversible: A framework for predicting likelihood of impact
Four key questions

Criteria area

1. What do we want to achieve?

Outcomes
•

2. Why do we believe we can achieve it?

3. What is our plan to achieve this?

4. How capable are we to implement
this plan?

Rating

Intended outcome

•

Overall design

•

Value for money

Evidence
•

Comprehensiveness of evidence

•

Quality of evidence

•

Application of evidence

Planning and implementation
•

Action plan

•

Governance

•

Monitoring and reporting

Capacity to deliver
•
Internal capacity and culture
•

User capacity and culture
Stakeholder relationships
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Progress What is Pearson doing?
Prioritising an efficacy improvement plan: ratings
Good – requires slight refinement, but on track

Mixed – some aspects require attention, some solid

Problematic – requires substantial attention, some require urgent fixes

Off-track – requires urgent action and problem solving

28
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Progress What is Pearson doing?
Efficacy reviews allow us to use the efficacy framework to assess likelihood of impact
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Progress What is Pearson doing?
Efficacy studies conducted with customers to measure and evidence our impact on
outcomes
Efficacy studies are:
Qualitative eg. Customer observations
What is an
efficacy study?

Quantitative eg. analysis of program results
such as test score improvement
Qualitative and quantitative studies are equally
important

Why are they valuable to
product development and
sales teams?

Evidence on improved outcomes allows for
Evidence of how our products are positively
impacting learners
What do
they provide

Support for any claims related to improving
learner outcomes
Confirmation of best practice

1. Insights for improving our products
2. Increased sales as customers feel more
comfortable adopting products
3. Strengthened relationships as customers benefit
from best practices outlined in other efficacy studies

30
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Progress What is Pearson doing?
On-going evidence collection and analytics allow us to make product improvements

Student A: predicted as not-at-risk
Student B: predicted as at-risk

Prediction point 20% into the
contract period

100%

% of units completed

80%

60%

40%

Opportunity for intervention

20%

0%
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

% into the contract period
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Progress What is Pearson doing?
We support our customers to ensure our products are implemented as intended
Toolkit for customers
to plan their implementation so
they achieve intended learner
outcomes

User Experience Teams work
with key accounts to plan
implementation

Free webinars for new adopters
provide support for
implementation

Implementation support
is based on research on
successful
implementations of
products in similar
customer contexts.

32
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Impact Examples of efficacy reports
Our efficacy reporting roadmap
2018
• Pearson begins reporting efficacy alongside its

financial results
2017

2016

• Published 8 efficacy reports in March
(Link below).

2018

• Launched 13 more reports focusing on evidence
of impact against learner outcomes

Full audit in progress

2017

2014
• Efficacy organisations is in place

• Efficacy fully embedded into the Pearson
Product Lifecycle

2016
2015

• Established a company standard for defining
outcomes, metrics and targets
• 100% of priority products across all Pearson
Lines of Business have learner outcomes
defined and detailed metrics in place with a
view towards external reporting in 2018

2015

• First dry-run by reporting on five priority
products
• Major internal processes are aligned with
the efficacy agenda

2014

• Increased external awareness by the
education community of the benefits of
outcomes-based approaches for learners

https://www.pearson.com/corporate/efficacy-and-research/efficacy-reports.html
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Helping learners together What you need to do
We have documented our progress in the following publications
• On the Road... to Delivering Learner Outcomes, describes the
progress on our journey since the public launch in November
2013, with the intention being to share some early successes
and lessons, as well as to get feedback from external
stakeholders.

•Asking More: The Path
to Efficacy, sets out the imperative for
measuring and improving learning
outcomes worldwide

• In this edition, we are also sharing examples
of people and organisations outside of
Pearson, which have informed our own work
through their respective efficacy journeys.

The Incomplete Guide to Delivering
Learning Outcomes, shares in detail our
initial approach to contributing to that goal
as of November 2013

34
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https://www.pearson.com/corporate/efficacy-and-research.html

Find out more

You can visit efficacy and research

find more information on the latest research papers published and
efficacy reports

https://www.pearson.com/corporate/efficacy-and-research.html
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BUSINESS COLLEGE
37

WHAT IS BUSINESS COLLEGE?
What does BUSINESS COLLEGE do?

The approach of BUSINESS COLLEGE:

PEARSON and UNITED are joining forces to design the learning and
development programmes within the internationally recognized BTEC
qualifications to ensure highest quality assurance and learning and
development in vocational path.
UNITED, with their proven high level success at “ROAD TO VICTORY
EXPERIENCE”, will create success areas, tasks (roles), activities,
processes and related competencies in different levels, to make sure the
learner achievements of BUSINESS COLLEGE are aligned with
international business components and company strategies.
BUSINESS COLLEGE collaborates with companies named “Supportive
Corporation”. Supportive Corporation contributes the BUSINESS
COLLEGE Learning & Development Program by allowing some managers
acting as “assistant program tutors” in order to let the learners to study
and have project on the real business subjects and cases in the
corporation. In return for this contribution, the supportive corporation
would take precedence of employing accomplished learners.
PEARSON and UNITED will share the BUSINESS COLLEGE approach
with the BTEC Approved Centres in the countries where PEARSON is
present.
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THE COMPETETIVE EDGE OF BUSINESS COLLEGE
What is the competetive edge (advantage) of BUSINESS
COLLEGE?
The business “success areas”, business “tasks” of success area, the
business “activities” of tasks, the “processes” of activity and related
business competencies (core, functional, leadership and managerial
competencies) are mostly general in the business world.

The approach of BUSINESS COLLEGE:

PEARSON’s BTEC Levels’ units, learning outcomes, assesment criteria
are mostly common professional qualifications in the universal business
environment.
PEARSON and UNITED synthesize the approaches as follows;
 Unit = Success Area
 Learning Oucomes = Tasks
 Assesment Criteria = Activities
 Processes
 Competencies
The syllabus of BUSINESS COLLEGE is for practicing and developing the
business success areas, tasks, activities, processes and related
competencies. The syllabus also presents a very useful methodology
which enables the learner to align itself with the corporations.
The syllabus of BUSINESS COLLEGE helps the learner acting efficiently
in the corporations within a very short period of time.
39

BUSINESS COLLEGE – BUILDING PERFORMANCE BASED SELF‐ESTEEM ENVIRONMENT
TRACKING & MEASURING THE BUSINESS PERFORMANCE IN DEEP

VISIBLE

BUSINESS TASKS
PERFORMANCE
ACTIVITIES OF TASKS
Tracked & Measured by Corporations
ACTIVITY PROCESSES
(100% APPLIED)
RELATED COMPETENCIES
(100% DEMONSTRATED)

DEEP
PERFORMANCE

Not Conjunctural
Controlled
Manageable

VALUES
(100% DEMONSTRATED)

Tracked & Measured by UPTS
(Fair Performance Tracking)
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The Approach
ALIGNMENT OF THE LEARNER
WITH CORPORATION IN THE
BUSINESS COLLEGE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BUSINESS COLLEGE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
APPLICATION (OJD – ON THE JOB
DEVELOPMENT)
•
•
•
•
•

To Run the OJD for the Activities to be Accomplished
•
By Infrastructure Trainers (Program Tutor)
To Invite the Learner to OJD & Dating
•
As per the ROLD 2 Outcomes
The Contribution of Supportive Corporations
Program Tutor’s Action Plans with Learner for Sustainability
To Keep Records & To Report
•
ROLD 3, Does the Learner Accomplish the
Content in the Field?
•
Learner’s Real Time & On‐Line Reports by UPTS

•
•
•
•
•
•

THE BTEC AWARD, CERTIFICATE, DIPLOMA IN
BUSINESS COLLEGE
•

BUSINESS COLLEGE LEARNING PROGRAM
APPLICATION
•

•

To Run the Workshops for Teaching Activities
•
Workshops in Classroom
•
Workshops in UNITED VIRTUAL LEARNING &
DEVELOPMENT PLATFORM
•
Related E‐Learning Contents
•
Related Indoor & Outdoor Experimental Learning
Contents
To Keep Records & To Report
•
ROLD 1, Does the Learner Like the Content?
•
ROLD 2, Does the Learner Learn the Content?
•
Learner’s Real Time & On‐Line Reports by UPTS

Customers
Mission
Values
Products & Services
Competetion
Personal Goal & Objective
BUSINESS COLLEGE L & D Program
Objective
Success Areas – Units
Tasks – Learning Outcomes
Activities – Assesment Criteria
Processes
Competencies
Check‐Lists

•
•
•

Program Tutor’s Evaluation of the Learner by UPTS Reports
•
ROLD 4, Does the Employee (Learner) Development
Index (EDI) Increase?
•
ROLD 5, Does the Learner Attain the Business
Objective?
BTEC Vocational Qualifications (Award, Certificate, Diploma)
UPTS Vocational Transcript
The Hiring of Learner by the Supportive Corporations

DESIGNING & PLANNING OF LEARNING &
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS OF BUSINESS
COLLEGE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To Set Learning & Development Objectives
To Design the Learning Program Teaches Activities
To Design the Development Program Enables the
Activities to be Accomplished in the Field
To Calendar the Learning Program
To Calendar the Development Program
To Plan the Contribution of Supportive Corporations
To Plan the Records Keeping and Reporting Principles
To Budget the Learning & Development Programs

BRANDING & PR OF BUSINESS
COLLEGE
•
•

THE CURRENT SITUATION OF THE
LEARNER
•

•

•

By Check‐Lists, Execute
•
On‐Line Survey
•
Face to Face Survey
To Execute the GAP Analysis
•
Process
•
Competency
To Keep Records & To Report
•
Records Keeping by UPTS
•
Real Time & On‐Line Reports by
UPTS

•

Strategy‐Activities‐Processes‐ Individuals
Responsible
To Brand & To Make PR for L & D Programs
•
The Opportunities to be Created for
the Stakeholders
•
The Problems of the Stakeholders to
be Solved
•
The Surplus of L & D Programs
•
The Impact (Efficacy) of L & D
Programs
To Budget the Branding & PR
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BUSINESS COLLEGE
ALIGNMENT OF THE LEARNER WITH THE CORPORATION
BUSINESS COLLEGE learner will use the methodology for defining;
The demographic and psychographic features of customers
The personal mission statement on the basis of benefit
The personal values on the basis of corporation values
The features, benefits and advantages of the products and services of the corporation
The personal competetion situation and competetive advantage
The personal goal and objective on the basis of vision statement of the corporation
BUSINESS COLLEGE learner will practice;
The goal and objective of BUSINESS COLLEGE Learning & Development Program"
program
The “success areas” to attain the program objective and goal (the areas in which results
are to be provided for the objective and goal)
The “tasks” (the way to the results of success areas)
The “activities” (the “to do list” of the tasks)
The “processes” of the activities and “competencies” and the reference behaviours
related to the activities
BUSINESS COLLEGE Learning & Development Programs use the following check‐lists;
42
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UPTS SCORE CARDS OF
PROCESSES APPLICATION PERFORMANCE OF ACTIVITIES &
COMPETENCIES & VALUES DEMONSTRATING PERFORMANCE

BUSINESS COLLEGE
RESOURCE OF THE LEARNER’S UPTS VOCATIONAL TRANSCRIPT
RESPONSE

Does the learner like the program content?

LEARNING
Does the learner learn the program content?

UPTS SCORE CARDS OF LEARNING LEVELS OF
PROCESSES OF ACTIVITIES & COMPETENCIES &
VALUES

PROCESS & COMPETENCY PERFORMANCE (DEEP)
Does the learner demonstrate the program content in the
field?

RETURN ON LEARNING & DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS
Does the learner’s performance in process and competency
increase (EDI – Employee Development Index)?

ACTIVITY RESULTS PERFORMANCE (VISIBLE)
PERFORMANCE SCORE CARDS OF
BUSINESS ACTIVITIES

Does the learner attain the business objective?

43

 THE
SAMPLE
IN TURKEY
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KOTEDER ACADEMY
THE GOAL

To train and develop
the participants as per
the corporate governance and
the KOTEDER ethique principles
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KOTEDER ACADEMY
THE METHODOLOGY OF “BTEC LEVEL 5 CERTIFICATE IN MANAGEMENT & LEADERSHIP” PROGRAM
KOTEDER ACADEMY participants will learn the methodology for defining;
The demographic and psychographic features of customers and employees
The mission statement of the corporation on the basis of benefit
The values of the corporation and manager on the basis of KOTEDER Ethique
Principles
The features, benefits and advantages of the products and services of the corporation
The competitors and competetive advantage of the corporation
The SWOT analysis of the corporation
The vision statement of the corporation on the basis of contribution
KOTEDER ACADEMY participants will learn;
The goal and objective of “BTEC Level 5 Certificate in Management & Leadership”
program
The “units (success areas)” to attain the program objective and goal (the areas in which
results are to be provided for the objective and goal)
The “learning outcomes (tasks)” (the way to the results of success areas)
The “assesment criteria (activities)” (the “to do list” of the learning outcomes)
The “processes” of the assesment criteria and “management competencies” and the
reference behaviours related to the assesment criteria
46
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KOTEDER ACADEMY
THE SYLLABUS
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